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Notes on Contributors

Cem Can has been teaching at the ELT department of Faculty of Education, Çuku-
rova University, Turkey, since 1989 and he currently holds the position of Associ-
ate Professor. He received his PhD in Applied Linguistics, more specifically speak-
ing in adult second language acquisition from a generative linguistic perspective.
He has conducted research studies on SLA from a generative linguistic perspec-
tive, language learner corpora, and teaching English as a foreign language. He
has coordinated and participated in many EU educational projects with various
European universities. He has also compiled the Turkish International Corpus of
Learner English and has been coordinating VESPA and LONGDALE Turkish sub-
corpus in Turkey.
e-mail: cemcan@cu.edu.tr

Danuta Główka is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Applied Linguistics at
Jan Komeński Higher Vocational School in Leszno, Poland. Prior to her current
position, she was Head of the English Department at Teacher Training College in
Leszno, Poland. She holds MA and PhD degrees from Adam Mickiewicz Univer-
sity, Poland. The focus of her research and teaching is linguistics and second lan-
guage acquisition. Her research examines the significance of learner individual
differences in learning English as a foreign language. She has a particular interest
in how social and affective factors influence student achievement in learning a
foreign language. Her latest project involves exploring the role of anxiety-pro-
voking situations in student performance on foreign language grammar tests.
e-mail: danuta.glowka@pwsz.edu.pl

Larysa Grzegorzewska completed her MA at Mińsk State Linguistic University.
She teaches English for Specific Purposes at Pope John Paul II State School of
Higher Education in Biała Podlaska and is a doctoral student at the University of
Warsaw. Her research interest lies in the psychology of the language learner,
with a special focus on individual differences and language learning strategies.
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Her PhD thesis explores the relationship between intelligence and the use of
language learning strategies.
e-mail: larissa2@tlen.pl

Jülide İnözü is a graduate of Bosphorus University in Istanbul. She received her
MA and PhD in  ELT  from Çukurova  University,  Adana,  Turkey.  She  is  currently
Associate Professor in the Department of English Language Teaching at Çuku-
rova University. She is interested in the psychological perspectives on ELT, in-
cluding individual learner differences in language learning, motivation, learner
autonomy and beliefs. Her other research areas are instructional materials eval-
uation and adaptation and use of educational technology in teaching English.
She is teaching methodology courses at undergraduate and graduate levels. She
has published articles on various aspects of affect in foreign language learning.
She has also been involved in many EU projects and project partnerships with
European universities.
e-mail: julideinozu@gmail.com

María Jesús Lorenzo-Modia is Professor of English at the University of Corunna.
She presented her PhD thesis at the University of Santiago de Compostela,
Spain. She teaches English literature at both undergraduate and postgraduate
levels. Her main interests are modern and contemporary literature and culture,
translation, and literary reception and censorship. She has edited several collec-
tions of essays on language and literature, published on a wide range of topics
in Spanish and international academic journals, and contributed chapters to sev-
eral international books.
e-mail: maria.lorenzo.modia@udc.es

Faleye James Oladunjoye has a doctoral degree in English Language from
Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. His research interest is particularly
in the area of phonetics and phonology and, generally, in the field of applied
linguistics. He has been conducting research into the pronunciation styles of Ni-
gerians as users of English as a second language and the socio-phonetic environ-
ments that condition such styles.
e-mail: adeolafe@yahoo.co.uk

Katarzyna Papaja, PhD, works at State University of Applied Sciences in Konin,
Poland. She received her PhD degree in Applied Linguistics. She specializes in
methods of teaching English as a foreign language and bilingual education. She
has taken part in many conferences in Poland and abroad. She has published
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widely on bilingual education methodologies (mainly content and language in-
tegrated learning – CLIL). She was a part of the team, which conducted ground-
work leading to the publication of the Profile report: Bilingual education (English)
in Poland. She was also awarded several scholarships to such countries as Great
Britain, the USA, Germany and Switzerland. She is one of the founders of the in-
ternational LIF (Language in Focus) conference during which she organizes special
CLIL and CLILiG symposia. She is the editor of LIF Journal published by DeGruyter,
and a reviewer of several academic journals published all over the world.
e-mail: kasiapapaja@interia.pl

Frederick Poole is a PhD student in the Instructional Technology and Learning Sci-
ences program at Utah State University. His area of research includes gaming and
language development, and collaborative reading environments for L2 learners.
e-mail: frederick.poole@usu.edu

Taiwo Soneye holds a PhD degree of the Department of English, University of
Ibadan, Nigeria. She has been teaching spoken English as well as the phonology
and phonetics of English in the Department of English, Obafemi Awolowo Uni-
versity for about two decades. She is currently the head of the phonology unit
and interested in the phonologies of the New Englishes. She was an associate
researcher and co-annotator of the one million International Corpus of English
(ICE) Nigeria, compiled at the University of Augsburg and Westfälische Wil-
helms-University of Münster, Germany.
e-mail: soneyes2002@yahoo.com

Ko-Yin Sung is Assistant Professor of Chinese in the Department of Languages,
Philosophy & Speech Communication in the College of Humanities, Arts and So-
cial Sciences at Utah State University. Her research interests include Chinese lan-
guage teaching and learning, language learning strategies, language learning
motivation, and technology-assisted language learning.
e-mail: koyin.sung@usu.edu

Małgorzata Szulc-Kurpaska, PhD, was a teacher trainer at the Foreign Language
Teacher Training College in Wrocław for 25 years. She is co-author of programs
for teaching English in primary school and kindergarten, the coursebook Sparks,
and the book Teaching English to young learners.  She  took  part  in  a  project
aimed at creating the core curriculum for foreign languages and she cooperated
with the Educational Research Institute in Warsaw in conducting research into the
conditions of foreign language instruction and its effectiveness in Polish primary
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schools. At present she is a foreign language teacher at lower and upper second-
ary school. She also supervises diploma papers at Witelon State University of Ap-
plied Sciences in Legnica and Philological School of Higher Education in Wrocław.
e-mail: mszulckurpaska@gmail.com

Ewa Tołoczko, MA, is a doctoral student at the Faculty of Modern Languages,
University of Warsaw. Her PhD project explores the issue of professional devel-
opment of teachers of English as a foreign language. She has been a teacher
trainer herself for over a decade, enjoying every in-service workshop she either
attended or conducted, and she feels privileged to have a chance and observe
teachers on the job so as to stimulate collective learning experiences.
e-mail: ewa@toloczko.pl


